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From learning the basics of sailing, to mastering navigation and boat care, The Complete Sailing

Manual is the most essential reference for sailing instructors and students. Revised and updated to

include all of the latest developments in equipment and safety, and to reflect the current rules,

regulations, and best practices, The Complete Sailing Manual is the perfect book for anyone

interested in sailing.
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This is probably the greatest, most exhaustive guide for sailing ever done. Sleight masterfully covers

all topics in sailing, from setting up a small dinghy, to sailing on a 38 ft. sloop, to navigation, and on

and on. There are LOTS of photographs, diagrams, and figures, as well as lots of step-by-step

guidance. I received this as a birthday present, and it was probably the best gift I have ever received

(for a birthday, that is!). If you are a sailor, you need to get this book.

I've bought almost every highly-rated sailing book on . This is by far the best. Remarkably

comprehensive, from key beginner concepts that are often skipped, to advanced racing technique

on small dinghies, through to sail trim and equipment on large cruisers. I only wish it were available

in Kindle format to take onboard.

Reviewed a shelf of current sailing books at the library and this one is my favoriteEncyclopedic in

scope, covers wide range of topicsVisually oriented; chocked full of great photos, drawings &

diagrams, typical of DKAs a novice sailor, really enjoy this book & I imagine I will for many yearsA



lot of book for the price

My husband wants to learn to sail and I got the earlier edition from our public library. He took it out

many times and decided that it would be very good to own. He said it is easy to understand and has

a lot of good information.

This book is good for someone interested in sailing. If you have sailed it may be a little too simple. It

is jammed packed with information, but most of the information will be common sense after a few

years of sailing. I recommend Annapolis over this.

comprehensive and well written. suitable for all levels of experience. well laid out with good

diagramssuitable as a reference or just browsing

An excellent sailing manual for the beginner, and great as a review for old timers getting back on the

water. I selected this book as a text in an informal introductory sailing class and the students found

the book to be well illustrated, comprehensive, and enjoyable.

Excellent sailing manual! It not only is a comprehensive guide to sailing and operating a sailboat,

but a great reference guide for every aspect of running a sailboat.I have a few other books on

sailing but this one really impressed me. It contains easy to follow directions that also have great

illustrations and pictures.If you are new to sailing or an old salt. This is a great tool to improve your

sailing ability.
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